
LETTER OF EMPLOYMENT DENIAL TO AN APPLICANT

Job applicants who are not selected for an interview deserve a rejection letter. These respectful sample letters
encourage applicants to try again.

To help you save time, we have created a standard applicants rejection letter sample or rejection email
template. You are encouraged by our selection committee to apply again for openings for which you qualify in
the future. Thank candidates for applying. Letters for Successful Candidates What if the candidate you are
contacting was successful in his or her application? Thank you for taking the time to come in to meet all of us
at your job interview. Thus, we are unable to interview all of the applicants who sent in their resumes. See
another sample, simple rejection letter sample for applicants whom you reject without an interview. In other
words, you can use this rejection letter sample for all the job applicants that you will not be interviewing or
moving to the next stage of your hiring process. Avoid giving reasons why a candidate was declined. Where
can I find more letters for HR? Use this rejection letter sample or rejection email template and feel free to
customize it to fit your own needs. Your subject line should be the candidate's name, the title of the position,
and the company name. Start With a Follow-Up Phone Call A candidate who has interviewed at your firm on
two occasions deserves more than a rejection letter. Here is a sample rejection letter for a candidate you hope
applies again in the future: good cultural fit. Instead, we often like to add the following paragraph to our letters
as a way of leaving applicants with a more positive attitude toward our brand: After reviewing them
thoroughly, we settled on [name of selected candidate] for the role. We really appreciate the effort you put into
this. What is a rejection letter? We really appreciate your interest in joining our company and we want to
thank you for the time and energy you invested in applying for our job opening. It may sound impersonal, but
especially if it is followed up by a letter similar to the above, the prospective employee at least knows that you
did receive their application. Download the job rejection letter template compatible with Google Docs and
Word Online or see below for more examples. We also want to extend every hope that your job search will
end successfully shortly for you. Business City, NY Dear Josie, This letter is to inform you that we have
selected another candidate for our current job opening. We wish you every personal and professional success
in your future endeavors. It is easy for an employer to automatically respond to every application received by
using an autoresponder. After reviewing them thoroughly, we felt that other applicants were better suited for
[position they applied for]. However, we really do appreciate your interest in our company. Use and customize
this rejection letter sample or rejection email template to suit your needs, and send it via email or traditional
mail. A job applicant is a person who applied for your open job position by sending the required documents a
resume and or portfolio , but did not qualify for the next phase of the selection process. A formal letter sent by
a business or organization stating that someone has not been chosen for a job or course of study. Though your
qualifications are impressive, we have decided to move forward with a candidate whose experiences better
meet our needs for this particular role. These sample job rejection letters will guide you as you write your
own. If the rejected candidate asks you for feedback , consider pointing out several of the strengths your hiring
team noted during the interview process. Job Rejection Letter Sample: [Date] Dear [name], Thank you for
taking the time to apply to [position they applied for]. Sign off with your company's name and letterhead. No
email required. In the instance of a candidate whom you are rejecting after a second interview, please pick up
the phone. When writing a letter of rejection for a job, be sure to be concise, clear, and positive. Sending a
professional rejection letter is also crucial for ensuring a great employer branding and improving your
candidate experience. If possible, you may also include a note from the conversation or mention a specific
positive attribute you appreciated. The rejection letter then becomes the second time that you correspond with
your applicants. Best of luck on your job search. Learn how to write a job rejection letter.


